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DETAILED ACTION

1 . Claims 1 -1 8 have been examined.

Information Disclosure Statement

1 . The Information Disclosure Statement filed on 05/24/04 is objected to due to it

being in an improper format. The Examiner recommends that the Applicant lists the

"related cases" on a form PTO 1449.

Specification

2. The disclosure is objected to because it contains an embedded hyperlink and/or

other form of browser-executable code. Applicant is required to delete the embedded

hyperlink and/or other form of browser-executable code. See MPEP § 608.01 . The

embedded hyperlinks are found on pages 2, 16 and 17. Appropriate correction is

required.

Claim Objections

3. Claim 1 1 is objected to because of the following informalities: punctuation error.

After the claim language, "to the transmission device" there is a period rather than a

semi-colon, of which would be a proper punctuation mark to use. Otherwise, the claim

reads as ending after "to the transmission device" with the subsequent limitation not

being a part of claim 1 1 . Appropriate correction is required.

4. Claim 15 is objected to because of the following informalities: spelling error, "an

update judgement unit" is improper, "judgement" should be spelled "judgment".

Appropriate correction is required.
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5. Claim 16 is objected to because of the following informalities: in the last line of

claim 16, the language reads "as the the multicast packet". One of the "the"s should be

removed. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of

matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the

conditions and requirements of this title.

6. Claims 17 and 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed

invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter. Claims 17 and 18 claim a

"computer program product" but does not specify that it is embodied on a tangible

medium. Though the code is utilized to cause a computer to function in a particular

manner, the claim language does not state that said "computer program product" is

currently on the computer(s) being utilized. Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

Claims 1-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by United

States Patent No. 7,237,108 to Medvinsky et al., hereinafter Medvinsky.
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7. Regarding claim 1 ,
Medvinsky discloses a transmission device, comprising:

a transmission control unit configured to control a transmission of a packet that requires

a copyright protection which contains an encrypted electronic data, a copyright

protection control data, and an RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) header including a

value of a dynamic payload type that indicates information regarding a state of the

encrypted electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message

including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64,

column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and

column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and

"RTP Packet Encoding");

a negotiation unit configured to carry out a negotiation to determine the value of the

dynamic payload type for each communication in advance, with a reception device

(column 1, lines 56-67, column 2, lines 1-13 and 29-47, column 3, lines 30-46, column

4, lines 44-64 and column 5, lines 33-47);

and an authentication and key exchange processing unit configured to carry out an

authentication and key exchange processing for purpose of the copyright protection,

with the reception device (column 4, lines 44-64, column 5, lines 3-17 and 48-67,

column 6, lines 1-6 and 17-29, column 7, lines 41-67, column 8, lines 1—34 and 46-61,

column 10, lines 42-52 and 65-67, column 11, lines 1-15 and column 15, lines 13-26).

8. Regarding claim 2, Medvinsky discloses a copyright protection information

notification unit configured to transmit information for notifying that the packet requires

the copyright protection to the reception device, after transmitting the packet to the
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reception device (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message including

the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5,

lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and column 13, lines

8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet

Encoding").

9. Regarding claim 3, Medvinsky discloses an encryption information notification

unit configured to notify information for notifying that the packet requires the copyright

protection and an encryption frame size of the packet to the reception device, before

transmitting the packet to the reception device (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the

entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column

4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-

32 and 39-51, column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic

Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).

10. Regarding claim 4, Medvinsky discloses an encryption frame size reception unit

configured to receive an encryption frame size of the packet, transmitted from the

reception device (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message including

the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5,

lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51, column 13, lines 8-

40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet

Encoding" and column 1 5, lines 47-67);

an encryption unit configured to encrypt the packet according to the encryption frame

size received by the encryption frame size reception unit (column 2, lines 29-56,
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"encrypting the entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and

47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6,

column 7, lines 14-35, column 10, lines 42-53, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51,

column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and

"RTP Packet Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).

1 1 . Regarding claim 5, Medvinsky discloses wherein the value of the dynamic

payload type indicates more than one values or an arbitrary value within a prescribed

range (column 15, lines 47-67, "W should be 32 or 64").

12. Regarding claim 6, Medvinsky discloses wherein the copyright protection control

data contains at least a part of bits of a seed value used in generating an encryption key

for encrypting electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP

message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4

and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 7, lines 14-35, column

10, lines 42-53, "Session Key Seed", column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51, column 13,

lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP

Packet Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).

13. Regarding claim 7, Medvinsky discloses a multicast transmission identification

unit configured to judge whether the packet is to be transmitted by multicast or not,

before transmitting the packet (column 5, lines 33-62);

a multicast encryption unit configured to encrypt the packet according to a multicast

encryption frame size and transmit the packet, when the packet is to be transmitted by

the multicast (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message including the
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header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5,

lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and column 13, lines

8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet

Encoding").

14. Regarding claim 8, Medvinsky discloses a reception device, comprising:

a reception control unit configured to control a reception of a packet containing an

encrypted electronic data, a copyright protection control data, and an RTP (Real-time

Transport Protocol) header including a value of a dynamic payload type that indicates

information regarding a state of the encrypted electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56,

"encrypting the entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and

47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6,

column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services",

"RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet Encoding");

a negotiation unit configured to carry out a negotiation to determine the value of the

dynamic payload type for each communication in advance, with a transmission device

(column 1, lines 56-67, column 2, lines 1-13 and 29-47, column 3, lines 30-46, column

4, lines 44-64 and column 5, lines 33-47);

an authentication and key exchange processing unit configured to carry out an

authentication and key exchange processing for purpose of a copyright protection, with

the transmission device (column 4, lines 44-64, column 5, lines 3-17 and 48-67, column

6, lines 1-6 and 17-29, column 7, lines 41-67, column 8, lines 1—34 and 46-61, column

10, lines 42-52 and 65-67, column 11, lines 1-15 and column 15, lines 13-26).
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15. Regarding claim 9, Medvinsky discloses a copyright protection information

reception unit configured to receive information for notifying that the packet requires a

copyright protection from the transmission device, after receiving the packet that

requires the copyright protection from the transmission device (column 2, lines 29-56,

"encrypting the entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and

47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6,

column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services",

"RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet Encoding").

16. Regarding claim 10, Medvinsky discloses an encryption information reception

unit configured to receive information for notifying that the packet requires a copyright

protection and an encryption frame size of the packet from the transmission device,

before receiving the packet that requires the copyright protection from the transmission

device (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message including the

header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5,

lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51, column 13, lines 8-

40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet

Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).

17. Regarding claim 11, Medvinsky discloses an encryption frame size transmission

unit configured to transmit an encryption frame size of the packet that requires a

copyright protection, to the transmission device (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the

entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column

4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 7, lines 14-
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35, column 10, lines 42-53, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51, column 13, lines 8-40,

"RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet Encoding"

and column 15, lines 47-67),

an encryption unit configured to encrypt the packet according to the encryption frame

size received by the encryption frame size reception unit (column 2, lines 29-56,

"encrypting the entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and

47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6,

column 7, lines 14-35, column 10, lines 42-53, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51,

column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and

"RTP Packet Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).

18. Regarding claim 12, Medvinsky discloses wherein the value of the dynamic

payload type indicates more than one values or an arbitrary value within a prescribed

range (column 15, lines 47-67, "W should be 32 or 64").

1 9. Regarding claim 1 3, Medvinsky discloses wherein the copyright protection

control data contains at least a part of bits of a seed value used in generating an .

encryption key for encrypting the electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the

entire RTSP message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column

4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 7, lines 14-

35, column 10, lines 42-53, "Session Key Seed", column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51,

column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and

"RTP Packet Encoding" and column 15, lines 47-67).
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20. Regarding claim 14, Medvinsky discloses a decryption unit configured to decrypt

the encrypted electronic data contained in the packet received from the transmission

device, by using the seed value (column 13, lines 42-56 and column 15, lines 13-26).

21. Regarding claim 15, Medvinsky discloses an update judgment unit configured to

judge whether the seed value is updated by the transmission device or not, according to

the at least a part of the seed value contained in the copyright protection control data

transmitted from the transmission device (column 15, lines 47-67, "The 'left' edge of the

window is updated in order to maintain the same window size");

an authentication and key exchange request unit configured to transmit an

authentication and key exchange request to the transmission device when it is judged

that the seed value is updated by the transmission device (column 4, lines 44-64,

column 5, lines 3-17 and 48-67, column 6, lines 1-6 and 17-29, column 7, lines 41-67,

column 8, lines 1—34 and 46-61, column 10, lines 42-52 and 65-67, column 11, lines 1-

15 and column 15, lines 13-26).

22. Regarding claim 16, Medvinsky discloses a multicast reception identification unit

configured to judge whether the packet received from the transmission device is a

multicast packet or not (column 5, lines 33-62);

a multicast decryption unit configured to decrypt the packet according to a multicast

encryption frame size and transmit the packet, when the packet is judged as the

multicast packet (column 13, lines 42-56 and column 15, lines 13-26).
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23. Regarding claim 17, Medvinsky discloses a computer program product for

causing a computer to function as a transmission device, the computer program product

comprising:

a first computer program code for causing the computer to control a transmission of a

packet that requires a copyright protection which contains an encrypted electronic data,

a copyright protection control data, and an RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) header

including a value of a dynamic payload type that indicates information regarding a state

of the encrypted electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP

message including the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4

and 44-64, column 5, lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51

and column 13, lines 8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms"

and "RTP Packet Encoding");

a second computer program code for causing the computer to carry out a negotiation to

determine the value of the dynamic payload type for each communication in advance,

with a reception device (column 1, lines 56-67, column 2, lines 1-13 and 29-47, column

3, lines 30-46, column 4, lines 44-64 and column 5, lines 33-47);

and a third computer program code for causing the computer to carry out an

authentication and key exchange processing for purpose of the copyright protection,

with the reception device (column 4, lines 44-64, column 5, lines 3-17 and 48-67,

column 6, lines 1-6 and 17-29, column 7, lines 41-67, column 8, lines 1—34 and 46-61,

column 10, lines 42-52 and 65-67, column 11, lines 1-15 and column 15, lines 13-26).
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24. Regarding claim 18, Medvinsky discloses a computer program product for

causing a computer to function as a reception device, the computer program product

comprising: a first computer program code for causing the computer to control a

reception of a packet containing an encrypted electronic data, a copyright protection

control data, and an RTP (Real-time Transport Protocol) header including a value of a

dynamic payload type that indicates information regarding a state of the encrypted

electronic data (column 2, lines 29-56, "encrypting the entire RTSP message including

the header", column 3, lines 15-29 and 47-67, column 4, lines 1-4 and 44-64, column 5,

lines 63-67, column 6, lines 1-6, column 12, lines 22-32 and 39-51 and column 13, lines

8-40, "RTP Security Services", "RTP Cryptographic Mechanisms" and "RTP Packet

Encoding");

a second computer program code for causing the computer to carry out a negotiation to

determine the value of the dynamic payload type for each communication in advance,

with a transmission device (column 1, lines 56-67, column 2, lines 1-13 and 29-47,

column 3, lines 30-46, column 4, lines 44-64 and column 5, lines 33-47);

and a third computer program code for causing the computer to carry out an

authentication and key exchange processing for purpose of a copyright protection, with

the transmission device (column 4, lines 44-64, column 5, lines 3-17 and 48-67, column

6, lines 1-6 and 17-29, column 7, lines 41-67, column 8, lines 1—34 and 46-61, column

10, lines 42-52 and 65-67, column 11, lines 1-15 and column 15, lines 13-26).
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Conclusion

25. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

26. The following United States Patents and Patent Application Publications are cited

to further show the state of the art with respect to data protection, such as:

United States Patent No. 5,852,664 to Iverson et al., which is cited to show how

to decode access control for encoded multimedia signals.

United States Patent No. 7,243,366 to Medvinsky et al., which is cited to show a

key management protocol and authentication system for secure internet protocol

management architecture.

United States Patent Application No. US 2002/0168082 to Razdan which is cited

to show a real-time distributed, transactional, hybrid watermarking method to

provide trace-ability and copyright protection of digital content in peer-to-peer

networks.

United States Patent Application Publication No. US 2002/0099948 to Kocheret

al., which is cited to show a digital content protection method and apparatus.

United States Patent No. 7,233,669 to Candelore which is cited to show selective

encryption to enable multiple decryption keys.

United States Patent No. 6,640,305 to Kocher et al., which is cited to show a

digital content protection method and apparatus.

United States Patent No. 6,289,455 to Kocher et al., which is cited to show a

method and apparatus for preventing piracy of digital content.
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27. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Jeremiah Avery whose telephone number is (571) 272-

8627. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday thru Friday 8:30am-5pm.

28. If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Ayaz Sheikh can be reached on (571) 272-3795. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

29. Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

JLA

CHRISTOPHER REVAK
PRIMARY EXAMINER


